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Database Indexing 
•  Databases use precomputed indexes to speed up processing 

＋ avoid full scan 
－ compete for space with data buffering 
－ maintenance cost at update 

§  hash table 
＋ fast access 
－ no range query 
－ inefficient for non-unique index 
 

§  b-tree 
＋ range query 
＋ efficient update 
－ complex concurrent structural modification 
－ large size (node structure, fill factor) 

§  bitmap 
＋ small size (bit-wise compression) 
＋ efficient for non-unique index 
－ high cardinality 
－ inefficient update compressed 

bitmap 

Conflict between space cost and data manipulability 



Bitmap Compression 
•  Raw bitmap index is huge: #rows x cardinality 
•  Bitmap index is sparse: only one non-zero per row 

•  long streams of zeros 
•  Run-length encoding (RLE) 

•  Byte-aligned bitmap code (BBC, 1995) 
•  Word-aligned hybrid code (WAH, 2003) 

Source: Colantonio, Alessandro, and Roberto Di Pietro. "Concise: Compressed ‘n’ composable integer set." 
Information Processing Letters 110.16 (2010): 644-650. 



Update Compressed Bitmap 
§  Naïve approach 

›  Sequentially locate the bit to change 
›  Decompress / flip / recompress 
›  Possible change in memory size 

§  Delta structure 
›  Keep changes to bitmap index in a delta structure 
›  Merge by rebuilding bitmap regularly 
›  Space and runtime overhead 

Updating a compressed bitmap index is inefficient 

Source: Colantonio, Alessandro, and Roberto Di Pietro. "Concise: Compressed ‘n’ composable integer set." 
Information Processing Letters 110.16 (2010): 644-650. 



Can a compressed bitmap index be 
updated efficiently? 

Yes, with HICAMP bitmap index 



HICAMP Memory 
HICAMP[1, 2] is a new memory management unit (MMU) which manages 

data as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of fixed-width lines (e.g. 64B) 
§  Same content is stored only once 
§  Deduplicate with pointer references 
§  Zero lines are referred by zero pointers 
§  Hierarchical deduplication 
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Deduplicate rather than compress data in hardware 
[1] David Cheriton, et. al. HICAMP: architectural support for efficient concurrency-safe 
shared structured data access. ASPLOS’12 
[2] HICAMP Systems, Inc. www.hicampsystems.com 



HICAMP Bitmap Index 
•  Two-level structure 

•  each bitmap is stored as a separate HICAMP DAG 
•  a DAG (indexed by key) to lookup bitmaps 

•  Deduplication 
•  a 64B line indexes 512 records 
•  a pointer reference takes 4B, i.e. 16 references per line 

•  it takes only 4B to dedup a 64B line 
•  bitmap index is sparse. #unique lines is small 

•  only 512 distinct lines with 1 non-zero bit 
•  less than 8MB to store all distinct lines 

with 2 non-zero bits 

key=1 key=2 key=4

DAG for bitmap 1 DAG for bitmap 2 DAG for bitmap 4

root DAG for bitmap lookup



Lookup / Update on HICAMP Bitmap 
•  Lookup operation 

•  to lookup i-th bit in the bitmap 
•  calculate leaf id and offset in leaf 
•  traverse DAG using leaf id as the key in hardware 
•  locate the i-th bit with offset in leaf in software 

•  Lookup complexity 
•  O(log n), n is the size of bitmap 

•  Update operation 
•  lookup the corresponding bit and flip it 
•  deduplication is handled by HICAMP MMU (lookup by content) 

Compact bitmap format preserves regular layout for efficient update 



Scan on HICAMP Bitmap 
•  Scan operation 

•  skip zero lines with DAG structure 
•  find next non-zero leaf in hardware 
•  find next non-zero bits in a leaf in software 
•  DAG-aware prefetch in HICAMP MMU 

•  Complexity 
•  O(m log n), m is #non-zero lines, n is size of bitmap 
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Efficient scan operation with SW / HW collaboration 



How to deal with curse of dimensionality? 

10 

•  Space overhead of a large number of bitmaps 
•  Runtime overhead on scanning many bitmaps for a range query 
•  Common approach 

•  binning + candidate check 
•  but, candidate check is not cheap (branch + cache miss) 



Multi-bit Bitmap Index 
•  Encode a record with n bits (signature) rather than one 

•  bin_width = 2n – 1 
•  bin_id = value / bin_width 
•  signature = value % bin_width 

•  Merge 2n – 1 bins into one (similar to bitmap binning) 
•  Use signatures to reduce candidate checking 
 
•  Example: 4-bit bitmap index 

•  bin_width = 24 – 1 = 15 
•  value 50 

•  bin_id = 50/15 = 3 
•  sigature = 50%15 = 5 
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Make binning favorable to both equality and range queries 



Compaction Results on TPC-H 
•  Experiment Setup 

•  Simulate HICAMP memory on top of ZSim, an instruction-driven 
architectural simulator 

•  Evaluate on selected columns from TPC-H, 50 million rows per column 

•  2 ~ 250x smaller than B+tree 
•  3 ~ 650x smaller than other commonly used structures (RB-tree etc.) 
•  Similar memory consumption as software compressed bitmap 

Cardinality Column name
B+Tree
(d=128)

B+Tree
(d=1024)

AVL Tree Red-Black Tree Skip List WAH
HICAMP
Bitmap

7 line number 25 24 64 64 53 0.9 1.7
50 quantity 25 24 64 64 53 4.4 1.2

2526 ship date 25 24 64 64 53 1.7e-3 0.09
100000 supplier key 23 19 64 64 53 6.8 12.7‡

† unit: bytes/record ‡ indexed with 8-bit bitmaps

Table 1: Memory consumption on TPC-H

search trees, i.e. each node can have at most two children
nodes. Therefore, many internal nodes are needed to in-
dex a large dataset. However, nodes in B+tree have higher
fanouts, leading to smaller number of bytes per records com-
pared to the AVL tree and red-black tree.

Bitmap indices perform poorly when cardinality is large.
In the case of 100,000 unique values, 70 bytes are required
to index a single record. This is because 100,000 bitmaps
need to be constructed to build the index, even though each
bitmap is very sparse. On average, only 500 out of the 50
millions bits are non-zeros. However, there is also a per-
bitmap memory overhead for metadata storage. The space
cost on internal nodes is not negligible neither. Additionally,
the hashmap used to look up a bitmap, is much denser and
contains more non-zero lines, thus requiring more space. To
mitigate the high cardinality issue, binning is applied. Due
to the sparsity of the data, we use a bin width of 100, re-
spectively every 100 consecutive unique values are mapped
to a bitmap. With binning, the number of bytes per record
reduces to 4.3 bytes, just 1/5 of that of B+tree.

Although binning can greatly reduce the memory over-
head of bitmap indices, it requires costly candidate check-
ing. When scanning a bitmap with a bin width of 100, 99%
of the hits are false positives assuming uniform data distri-
bution. For every hit, we have to check the data record to
filter out false positives. Candidate checks hurt performance
and incur additional memory references. A solution to this
issue is to use multi-bit bitmaps. When indexing the col-
umn with 100,000 unique values on 8-bit bitmaps, it takes
12.7 bytes per record. Though the 8-bit bitmaps require 3x
the memory capacity compared to binning with bin width
of 100, no candidate checking is required when iterating on
the index. Moreover, the multi-bit bitmap is still up to 50%
more space-e�cient than B+tree.

HICAMP bitmaps have a similar memory consumption
comparing with WAH in most cases. In the high cardinality
case, HICAMP bitmaps require slightly more memory, up
to 1.87x space. However, HICAMP bitmaps also support
e�cient updates. The small amount of space overhead is
worthwhile.

In the third test case (ship date), the memory consump-
tion of both WAH and HICAMP bitmaps are very small.
This is because the ship date is sorted in ascending order.
Thus, in bitmap representation, a large number of consec-
utive bits are either zero or non-zero. This spatial prop-
erty is greatly beneficial for bitmap compaction. In WAH,
this is represented by a bit for value and a number for the
run-length. In HICAMP, all copies of these all-zero and all-
non-zero lines are saved only once. Because of hierarchical
deduplication, the internal nodes can also be deduplicated,
thus significantly reducing the size of the index.

Cardinality B+Tree AVL/RB Skiplist WAH Multibit
unif 10 25 64 53 1.2 2.0
unif 100 25 64 53 5.7 7.0
unif 1000 25 64 53 7.4 8.0
zipf 10 25 64 53 0.9 1.9
zipf 100 25 64 53 1.2 3.0
zipf 1000 25 64 53 1.3 2.4

Table 2: Memory consumption on uniform/zipf dist.

4.2.2 Uniform and Zipf Distribution
In this section, we evaluate the size of multi-bit bitmap

on data generated under uniform and zipf distribution. This
provides more general comparison beyond TPC-H and the
asymptotic size of the multi-bit bitmap index. In most en-
terprise databases, the number of distinct values per column
is small. According to a study on real enterperise databases
[10], 80⇠90% of columns have fewer than 1024 distinct val-
ues. Thus, test data was generated with cardinalities from
10 to 1,000. The number of bits per record is chosen accord-
ing to the cardinality: 2-bit bitmap is used for the cardinal-
ity of 10, 4-bit for 100, and 8-bit for 1,000.
Table 2 shows the memory consumption of various index-

ing formats on uniform and zipf distributions. The zipf dis-
tribution represents many datasets following power law in
the real world. Zipf distributed data exhibits a large num-
ber of records with a small number of unique values. There-
fore, a small number of bitmaps are dense while the rest
are very sparse. This situation is a good fit for HICAMP
deduplication due to the abundance of zero lines. There-
fore, the memory consumption in the case of zipf is smaller
than that of a uniform distribution. The HICAMP multi-bit
bitmap is 3⇠12x smaller than B+tree, 8⇠30x smaller than
AVL tree, red-black tree and skip list. The size of bitmap
index changes with the cardinality, while the size of the tree-
based indexing structures remain almost unchanged. WAH
encoding can achieve a slightly smaller size, close to that of
the HICAMP multi-bit bitmap.

5. RELATED WORK
One of the early bitmap compression algorithms is the

byte-aligned bitmap compression (BBC) [1]. BBC is based
on the idea of run-length encoding that represents consecu-
tive identical bits by the bit values and the run-length. The
bitmap is encoded or decoded one byte at a time. Bitwise
logical operations can be performed on compressed bitmaps
directly. Word-aligned hybrid code (WAH) [24] compresses
bitmaps in a word-aligned fashion, which reduces the decod-
ing frequency and exhibits better performance. Despite high
compression ratios and fast bit-wise operations, these coding
schemes are not update-friendly. Thus, bitmap indices are



Conclusions 
•  Demonstrated how hardware innovation breaks the conflict between 

space cost and data manipulation plagued by compression 

•  With HICAMP memory, bitmap index can be both space-efficient and 
update-friendly 
›  A good fit for OLTP and OLAP at same time 

•  Multibit bitmap alleviates the high cardinality problem and the need for 
candidate checking 
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Copy-on-Write 
•  HICAMP copy-on-write 

›  Writes are not executed in-place 
›  Instead, a new copy is created 

•  Each transaction generates a new snapshot at low cost 
•  Old versions are automatically released once the reference counts 

reach zero 
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Change array {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 5, 6, 7, 8} 
to {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16} in HICAMP 



Compaction Results on Uniform/Zipf Distribution 
•  Evaluate multibit bitmap on uniform and zipf distributions with different 

cardinalities 
•  3 ~ 12x smaller than B+tree 
•  8 ~ 30x smaller than AVL tree, RB tree and skiplist 
•  higher compaction ratio under zipf distribution due to concentration of 

non-zero appearances 
•  sizes of tree-based indexing structures almost don’t change 

Cardinality Column name
B+Tree
(d=128)

B+Tree
(d=1024)

AVL Tree Red-Black Tree Skip List WAH
HICAMP
Bitmap

7 line number 25 24 64 64 53 0.9 1.7
50 quantity 25 24 64 64 53 4.4 1.2

2526 ship date 25 24 64 64 53 1.7e-3 0.09
100000 supplier key 23 19 64 64 53 6.8 12.7‡

† unit: bytes/record ‡ indexed with 8-bit bitmaps

Table 1: Memory consumption on TPC-H

search trees, i.e. each node can have at most two children
nodes. Therefore, many internal nodes are needed to in-
dex a large dataset. However, nodes in B+tree have higher
fanouts, leading to smaller number of bytes per records com-
pared to the AVL tree and red-black tree.

Bitmap indices perform poorly when cardinality is large.
In the case of 100,000 unique values, 70 bytes are required
to index a single record. This is because 100,000 bitmaps
need to be constructed to build the index, even though each
bitmap is very sparse. On average, only 500 out of the 50
millions bits are non-zeros. However, there is also a per-
bitmap memory overhead for metadata storage. The space
cost on internal nodes is not negligible neither. Additionally,
the hashmap used to look up a bitmap, is much denser and
contains more non-zero lines, thus requiring more space. To
mitigate the high cardinality issue, binning is applied. Due
to the sparsity of the data, we use a bin width of 100, re-
spectively every 100 consecutive unique values are mapped
to a bitmap. With binning, the number of bytes per record
reduces to 4.3 bytes, just 1/5 of that of B+tree.

Although binning can greatly reduce the memory over-
head of bitmap indices, it requires costly candidate check-
ing. When scanning a bitmap with a bin width of 100, 99%
of the hits are false positives assuming uniform data distri-
bution. For every hit, we have to check the data record to
filter out false positives. Candidate checks hurt performance
and incur additional memory references. A solution to this
issue is to use multi-bit bitmaps. When indexing the col-
umn with 100,000 unique values on 8-bit bitmaps, it takes
12.7 bytes per record. Though the 8-bit bitmaps require 3x
the memory capacity compared to binning with bin width
of 100, no candidate checking is required when iterating on
the index. Moreover, the multi-bit bitmap is still up to 50%
more space-e�cient than B+tree.

HICAMP bitmaps have a similar memory consumption
comparing with WAH in most cases. In the high cardinality
case, HICAMP bitmaps require slightly more memory, up
to 1.87x space. However, HICAMP bitmaps also support
e�cient updates. The small amount of space overhead is
worthwhile.

In the third test case (ship date), the memory consump-
tion of both WAH and HICAMP bitmaps are very small.
This is because the ship date is sorted in ascending order.
Thus, in bitmap representation, a large number of consec-
utive bits are either zero or non-zero. This spatial prop-
erty is greatly beneficial for bitmap compaction. In WAH,
this is represented by a bit for value and a number for the
run-length. In HICAMP, all copies of these all-zero and all-
non-zero lines are saved only once. Because of hierarchical
deduplication, the internal nodes can also be deduplicated,
thus significantly reducing the size of the index.

Cardinality B+Tree AVL/RB Skiplist WAH Multibit
unif 10 25 64 53 1.2 2.0
unif 100 25 64 53 5.7 7.0
unif 1000 25 64 53 7.4 8.0
zipf 10 25 64 53 0.9 1.9
zipf 100 25 64 53 1.2 3.0
zipf 1000 25 64 53 1.3 2.4

Table 2: Memory consumption on uniform/zipf dist.

4.2.2 Uniform and Zipf Distribution
In this section, we evaluate the size of multi-bit bitmap

on data generated under uniform and zipf distribution. This
provides more general comparison beyond TPC-H and the
asymptotic size of the multi-bit bitmap index. In most en-
terprise databases, the number of distinct values per column
is small. According to a study on real enterperise databases
[10], 80⇠90% of columns have fewer than 1024 distinct val-
ues. Thus, test data was generated with cardinalities from
10 to 1,000. The number of bits per record is chosen accord-
ing to the cardinality: 2-bit bitmap is used for the cardinal-
ity of 10, 4-bit for 100, and 8-bit for 1,000.
Table 2 shows the memory consumption of various index-

ing formats on uniform and zipf distributions. The zipf dis-
tribution represents many datasets following power law in
the real world. Zipf distributed data exhibits a large num-
ber of records with a small number of unique values. There-
fore, a small number of bitmaps are dense while the rest
are very sparse. This situation is a good fit for HICAMP
deduplication due to the abundance of zero lines. There-
fore, the memory consumption in the case of zipf is smaller
than that of a uniform distribution. The HICAMP multi-bit
bitmap is 3⇠12x smaller than B+tree, 8⇠30x smaller than
AVL tree, red-black tree and skip list. The size of bitmap
index changes with the cardinality, while the size of the tree-
based indexing structures remain almost unchanged. WAH
encoding can achieve a slightly smaller size, close to that of
the HICAMP multi-bit bitmap.

5. RELATED WORK
One of the early bitmap compression algorithms is the

byte-aligned bitmap compression (BBC) [1]. BBC is based
on the idea of run-length encoding that represents consecu-
tive identical bits by the bit values and the run-length. The
bitmap is encoded or decoded one byte at a time. Bitwise
logical operations can be performed on compressed bitmaps
directly. Word-aligned hybrid code (WAH) [24] compresses
bitmaps in a word-aligned fashion, which reduces the decod-
ing frequency and exhibits better performance. Despite high
compression ratios and fast bit-wise operations, these coding
schemes are not update-friendly. Thus, bitmap indices are


